Design of innovative orchards: proposal of an adapted conceptual framework

The system approach is a generic method well-developed in annual crops...

On-farm and on-station system experiments address complex questions related to the sustainability of cropping systems. Main steps in the approach are:
- Set objective(s) & describe the feasible constraints;
- Design cropping systems and related decision rules to manage them;
- Evaluate agronomic prototypes to iteratively design innovative cropping systems.

Conceptual framework to design innovative orchard systems towards more sustainability

- Beyond eco-design, co-design is an opportunity to involve growers, advisors, scientists... and to renew interactions among these agents through participatory research. This allows for growers to design their own orchard and decisional system in a changing context.

Focus on two experiments aiming at decreasing pesticide use in apple and citrus orchards in temperate and tropical areas

These experiments combine various levers adapted to the specific situation and species to manage orchard pests.
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